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CLDADM Introducing Cisco Cloud Administration
NEW QUESTION 1
Which purpose of leveraging VMware snapshots to improve change management in the virtual environment is true?

A. to export a VMDK file to a backup location  
B. to restore a VM memory state when its physical host crashes  
C. to revert a VM to a prior state after a failed patch  
D. to improve a VM RPO by keeping multiple backup copies

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 2
Which of the following hypervisors has the most administrative workflows available out of the box within UCS Director?

A. Microsoft Hyper-V  
B. Red Hat KVM  
C. VMware ESXi  
D. Dec Alpha

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 3
DRAG DROP
An engineer is conducting performance monitoring using Cisco Prime Service Catalog that has been integrated with Cisco UCS Director. Drag and drop the performance-monitoring outcomes from the left and place them in order from the slowest to the fastest expected speed on the right.

A. Mastered  
B. Not Mastered

Answer: A

Explanation:
I/O bound Memory bound CPU bound Cache bound

NEW QUESTION 4
A Cisco UCS Director user placed a service request with a workflow. Under which condition must the user wait for approval?

A. if the workflow is published in the Cisco Prime Service Catalog  
B. if the workflow requires approval  
C. if there is domain separation  
D. if the service request is not standard

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 5
An engineer has found that dynamic email reporting from Cisco UCS Director is fading. Which two problems cause this issue? (Choose two)

A. The IP address of the SMTP server was specified instead of the hostname.  
B. An intermediary firewall is blocking port 25.  
C. A test email was never sent after the initial configuration.  
D. The wrong email sender address has been specified  
E. The DNS server address has not been configured.

Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 6
How many policies are required by Cisco UCS Director to provision VMs?

A. 2  
B. 4  
C. 6  
D. 8

Answer: B
NEW QUESTION 7
Which option can be usually determined when using host group dependency mapping to improve troubleshooting?

A. VMs communication network
B. w communication patterns of ESXi hosts
C. resource utilization of Cisco UCS domains
D. underlying infrastructure for a group of hosts

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 8
An administrator is completing a service form in Cisco Prime Service Catalog but is unable to change the icon for it. Which image file type is causing this issue?

A. GIF
B. SVG
C. TIF
D. PSD
E. PNG

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 9
Which action within an infrastructure report typically opens a new report drilling down into more details about a particular object in a table?

A. View Details
B. Expand
C. Explore

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 10
An engineer is trying to troubleshoot a Cisco Prime Service Catalog issue and has begun to look through the application logs. Which four entries are valid within these application logs? (Choose four.)

A. Critical
B. Error
C. Alert
D. Warning
E. Info
F. Debug
G. Emergency
H. Notice

Answer: BDEF

NEW QUESTION 11
A Map Report for a cloud account in UCS Director displays which of the following?

A. A color-coded heat map showing relative usage of different components within the cloud
B. Integration with Google Maps to highlight where a selected piece of infrastructure is located
C. A graphical representation of the physical compute cluster, highlighting which physical server is hosting workloads

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 12
Which option lists the private cloud actions that are available for end user service item management / lifecycle management?

A. Power On/Off/Reboot/Delete, Manage Disks and vNICs, Manage Snapshots, Migrate to Hybrid Cloud
B. Power On/Off/Reboot/Delete, Manage Disks and vNICs, Manage Snapshots, Migrate to Public Cloud
C. Power On/Off/Reboot/Delete, Manage Snapshots, Migrate to Public Cloud
D. Power On/Off/Reboot/Delete, Manage Snapshots, Migrate to Hybrid Cloud

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 13
Which option lists the four possible indicators of relative severity listed from the most to least severe?

A. red, orange, yellow, blue
B. critical, warning, error, info
C. blue, yellow, orange, red
D. info, error, warning, critical

Answer: A
NEW QUESTION 14
A program is set up to count the number of lines in a file. An engineer is performing cloud monitoring to check the performance. What is the result for this program?

A. CPU bound
B. memory bound
C. cache bound
D. I/O bound

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 15
The cloud administrator of an enterprise organization must integrate Cisco Prime Service Catalog and OpenStack. Which component of Cisco Prime Services Catalog is leveraged to accomplish the integration?

A. Heat Orchestration
B. Stack Designer
C. End-User Storefront
D. Administrative Portal

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 16
Which objects are exposed when integrating with Cisco UCS Director?

A. catalogs
B. tasks
C. public clouds
D. hybrid clouds

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 17
Refer to the exhibit.
The service request that is shown in the figure has been completed. The request completed with which status?

A. Success with Errors
B. Workflow Failed Validation
C. Failed
D. Success

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 18
In which two situations can a user be assigned to more than one access profile in Cisco UCS Director? (Choose two.)

A. during user creation
B. if both types of access are appropriate
C. to manage multiple levels of access
D. to be a users default at login
E. to provide access to more than one workflow

Answer: BC

NEW QUESTION 19
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Where is the option to customize the front-page layout in Cisco Prime Service Catalog?

A. The front-page layout cannot be customized.
B. Admin > Interface
C. Service Designer > Extensions
D. System

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 20
When the cloud administrator performs MoPs, they must take VM snapshots for rollback purposes. Which two statements are true about VM snapshots? (Choose two.)

A. Deleted snapshots can be rolled back using VMWare log files.
B. VM snapshot preserves the state and data of a virtual machine at a specific point in time.
C. Snapshots once written onto the disk cannot be deleted, only overwritten by newer snapshot.
D. If snapshots are not managed properly they can grow exponentially.

Answer: AB

NEW QUESTION 21
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